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STELIA Aerospace unveils latest innovations  

at Aircraft Interiors Expo 2024 

Renowned globally as a leader in cabin interiors, ranking among the world’s Top 3 in Premium 
passenger seats, STELIA Aerospace is looking forward to exhibiting at AIX 2024. 

Come and visit our stand (7A30 hall B7) to discover the latest innovations in our luxurious and 
bespoke premium Passenger seats! 

Building on its success and strong growth, linked to the recent renewal of its product lineup, 
STELIA Aerospace presents and establishes new standards for comfort, luxury and innovation 
in aircraft interiors. 

Be among the first to witness the unveiling of a sustainable, ground-breaking version of the 
successful OPERA® family! STELIA Aerospace offers a brand new, long-haul business class 
seat with a sustainable design, demonstrating its commitment to environment without 
compromising on the highest level of comfort and luxury. 

Featuring its signature herringbone design and unmatched comfort, the OPERA® family is 
available on Airbus and Boeing platforms, from single-aisle to widebody, short-haul to long-
haul, ensuring passengers a lavish experience regardless of the aircraft type.   

"We are thrilled to showcase our latest innovations and advancements at Aircraft Interiors Expo 
2024," says Thierry Kanengieser, VP Cabin Interiors at STELIA Aerospace. "STELIA offers a 
diverse range of solutions, addressing the industry challenges while redefining the future of 
travel with exceptional comfort, sustainability and reliability.” 

Visit STELIA Aerospace’s booth at AIX 2024 to discover how STELIA shapes the future of 
aircraft interiors, combining innovation, luxury and eco-efficiency. 

About STELIA Aerospace:  
STELIA Aerospace is a brand of Airbus Atlantic, world number 2 for aerostructures, number 1 for pilot seats and in the Top 3 for 
Premium passenger seats. STELIA Aerospace’s inspiring range of luxurious and bespoke First class and Business class 
passenger seats is the first choice for over 50 prestige airlines worldwide. All STELIA Aerospace products have FAA and EASA 
approval and are qualified on their respective Boeing and Airbus platforms. STELIA Aerospace’s passenger seats have received 
several Awards, including the Airbus « Excellent performance for customer support », the « Crystal Cabin Award » and are ranked 
“2023 Boeing Blue Rating Supplier”. More info at: www.stelia-aerospace.com 
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